
Key Benefits

Faster, More Efficient
Response to Security

Vulnerabilities 

Quicker, more efficient response
to vulnerabilities
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Vulnerability Risk Scoring and
Reporting Solution

Phoenix Cyber’s Vulnerability Risk Scoring and Reporting
Solution (VRSRS) helps your security team quickly and
easily visualize, triage, prioritize, and remediate
vulnerabilities. Avoid wasting precious time digging through
thousands of vulnerability alerts. Instead, enable your
security team with a solution that can assign an accurate,
tailored score to more efficiently prioritize the remediation
of your organization’s most critical vulnerabilities.  

Enhanced Productivity to
Reduce Mean Time to
Remediation (MTTR) 

Improved Information
Integrity and

Accountability 

Comprehensive Insights into
Your Security Operations 

Consistent, Auditable, and
Compliant Response to

Vulnerabilities 
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Key Features

Providing detailed scoring and prioritization of vulnerabilities enables your
security team to act on the most pressing issues with urgency and precision with
end-to-end control of the entire vulnerability management process. VRSRS’s
comprehensive functionality and integration with your other security systems
allows you to maintain an enhanced and proactive cybersecurity posture. 

Vulnerability Data Ingestion and Correlation 

VRSRS enables the universal ingestion of data from vulnerability scanners and the ability to
correlate that data within each case. Correlated vulnerabilities are tied directly to their assets
for a one-to-one relationship. This allows for correlation of the enrichment and event data to
be managed within a single solution. Integration with leading governance, risk, and compliance
(GRC) tools helps security teams better understand the criticality of a vulnerability based on
business impact. 

Centralized Asset Database 

A centralized database provides a systematic approach to collect, store, and manage data
about your company's hardware and software assets. This inventory of assets helps your
organization understand their importance and manage the security risks associated with them. 

Scoring and Prioritization of Vulnerabilities 

The scoring calculator is a sophisticated tool that assigns severity scores to identified
vulnerabilities based on the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) framework. This
system considers a variety of factors, including the complexity of the attack vector, the
privileges required for an exploit, user interaction, and the potential impact on confidentiality,
integrity, and availability.  VRSRS provides the ability to re-score vulnerabilities based on your
specific environment and then assign a meaningful score based on the impact of the
vulnerability in the environment where the asset is located. 



System and Access Controls 

Acknowledging the importance of cross-departmental collaboration, VRSRS includes role-based
access controls (RBAC) with customizable dashboard views and functionality for each role. This
ensures that stakeholders can view only relevant details and take specific actions.  
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Intuitive Interface to Track and Display SLA Adherence 

VRSRS includes an intuitive interface with powerful features to navigate the complexities of
incident management and ensure service level agreements (SLAs) are maintained. The ability to
track and display SLA usage is critical for monitoring ongoing cases and ensuring they are
addressed within the appropriate time limits.  

Ticketing and Case Management 

Integration with your enterprise ticketing systems allows for tracking from discovery to
resolution. Tickets include timestamps, unique identifiers, and status. This ensures that the
lifecycle of each vulnerability is documented and auditable. VRSRS also facilitates direct
communication with system owners through its email alert system, ensuring stakeholders are
immediately aware of vulnerabilities and corrective actions are taken promptly. 

Custom Reporting and Dashboards 

Detailed reporting capabilities help security teams and the broader business understand the
decisions made throughout the entire incident management process and provide custom
reports and dashboards for all levels and areas of the business. VRSRS offers comprehensive
reporting and analytics capabilities, providing insights into security operations and helping to
identify trends, additional vulnerabilities, and areas for improvement. 

Get In On The Action
See how the Vulnerability Risk Scoring and Reporting
Solution can transform your security team’s productivity. 

Request Demo


